Western Australian Volleyball Association Inc
Lead Volley Panel Meeting
Volleyball WA
180 Charles Street, West Perth
Wednesday 18th November, 2020 at 5.00pm

AGENDA
1

Agenda Item
Attendance &
Apologies

Discussion Points/Attachments

Actions

The meeting commenced at 5.05pm.
Committee
AJ Hedge (AH), Connor McNabb (CM), Dylan Woods (DW), Jasmine Serra (JS), Kiriil Butler (KB), Lexie
Barnetson (LB), Victoria Wells (VW),
Volleyball WA (VWA) Executive Officer: Tayla Tenaglia (TT)

3

Business Arising

Apologies
Katherine Manderson (KM)
3.1 Welcome
The Lead Volley Panel Terms of Reference states that a term of appointment is for 12 months. It was advised
that due to COVID and the limitations it placed on the committee; the current member's appointments will be
extended for an addition 12 months. If a committee member wishes to leave their appointment, they can
advise TT.
3.2 Lead Volley Camp
TT informed the panel that the Lead Volley camp will proceed in the Term 1 school holidays (first 2 weeks of
April 2021). The panel discussed if the previously decided objectives and measurables are still relevant to
camp.
• The group decided that it is an open invitation event, with panel members also approaching
individuals to express their interest. KB suggested applicants submit a 100-word application. The
panel agreed that a goal of 30 attendees is appropriate.
• Initially, it was decided that the camp would be for individuals 12-16 years old, however, VW
suggested that it be open to all ages and promoted towards ‘Young People’.
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The panel was then given a task by TT to brainstorm ideas for camp content based on the prompt “What do
you require to be a good leader”. The outcomes from this will be put into the camp planning document and
used to decide what topics are included at the camp.
VW raised the idea that the intentions and objectives for the camp need to be clear to the participants from
the beginning and could include in the application and question regarding what the participant aims to gain
from it.

TT:
summariseleadership
ideas from panel into
camp planning
document.

3.3 Lead Volley Activations
Lead by TT, the panel reviewed the priorities set for 2020 and a continuation plan for 2021:
• Deliver social volley at 3 Universities – the panel would like to continue in 2021. Due to COVID, it was
difficult to implement in 2020, DW suggested delivering social volley at open days and orientation
weeks.
TT: locate mentoring
• Identify and develop volunteer benefits – it was raised that the panel had previously done work
towards a volunteer benefit plan and tasked TT with locating the document. It was proposed in 2021, document.
VWA provide funds and resources directly to clubs, encouraging them to organize their own individual
volunteer appreciation events.
• Deliver information sessions at 2 VWA High School Beach Cup events – there was a consensus that the
information sessions that were run were not engaging the right audience, but the panel would like to
deliver again. KB suggested greater promotional material as to why they are there, such as a banner
advertising “Development Pathway”. DW and AH suggested having skill games and activities that
engage kids, and panel members can talk to parents. KB also suggested having a Steel player attend to
attract interest. LB noted that there needs to be a clear and coherent message delivered.
• Develop a multi-media story for volleyball WA to pitch to a major media outlet – the panel explained
that they briefly were present for a news story but otherwise were unable to engage with this task.
They expressed that if this were to continue as a priority in 2021, shift the focus towards a SSA youth
lead panel organisng a youth leadership event.
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4

General Business

Deliver three advocacy social media campaigns - the Perth International event didn’t go ahead due to
COVID but the panel were very happy with WAVL finals campaign and felt like it met the objective of
increasing the exposure of Volleyball in WA. This campaign however was done by David Smith and the
panel noted that they didn’t have much involvement and questioned if it was relevant to the Lead
Volley panel. They suggest in the near future to focus on ATABT Highlight reels (similar to those done
for WAVL), promotion for Lead Volley Camp and School Cup events.
Experiment with one new social media sit – the panel acknowledged that Tik Tok is a time consuming
and difficult social media platform to run and CM suggested that they continue with engaging videos
on the previously established social media sites, such as Instagram reel. KB suggested a Volleyball WA
based podcast, interviewing various personalities in VWA and promoting engaging events. The panel
discussed the idea and agreed that it could be an opportunity to explore in 2021.

3.4 Development Pathway
TT raised the discussion around establishing a Volleyball WA development pathway for the LVP to present at
the camp and activations, using the Surf Life Saving Queensland model as an example. DW informed that a
mentoring document had been developed by the coaching committee in the past that could be useful. The
panel discussed various ideas surrounding the pathway and decided to focus on the areas of coaching,
referring, and committee’s, and what the process’ to achieve these positions are.
4.1 Lead Volley Camp logistics
The panel suggested to discuss details of the lead volley camp.
• Memebers questioned the location of the camp and the availability of volleyball court (currently
planned to be held at WAIS) and CM proposed Aquinas College or Curtin Sports Stadium as options.
• It was suggested to ask sport psychologist Sandy Gordon attend as a guest speaker to the attendees.
• The panel aggreed to reduce the amount of team building activities as previously planned to one main
session in the morning and one small session prior to lunch.
• VW suggested the day finish with a volleyball game or activity to practice leadership skills.
• JS suggested that particpants receive a gift such as a drink bottle, or volleyball key chain for attending.
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Meeting concluded at 6.25pm.
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